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Abstract: The characteristic feature of every person, social group, society, ethnicity, nation as an economic agent, 
is its economic behavior. It can be cognitive or impulsive, manageable or unmanageable. Any form of manifestation 
of economic behavior is conditioned by psychological factors. The article emphasizes the fact that in any state, the 
development of the economy and its effective management depends on individual and ethno-psychological charac-
teristics of its economic subjects as well, and since they predetermine the economic behavior of economic subjects 
of society, they can become either concomitant or hindering factors for the process of economic management.
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The economic sphere is a significant sphere of life in any 
society. By means of public institutions of the state, all mem-
bers of society are involved in the economic sphere. That 
is why any phenomenon in the economic sphere becomes 
a subject of research not only for economists, but also for 
politicians, sociologists and psychologists. In particular, psy-
chologists investigate the impacts of economic processes on 
the psychology of different social units (a person, a family, a 
group of people, a community, ethnicity, a nation), which can 
lead to different manifestations of their social behavior. The 
knowledge of the trends of the population’s behavior caused 
by economic phenomena, as well as the consideration of the 
interests, needs and goals of different social classes of society, 
will allow state institutions to use human potential more pur-
posefully and rationally.

In modern theories of economics and social sciences, any 
unit of economic activity is considered not only to be an ob-
ject of influence of economic relations, but also a subject of 
economic relations (as economic agents). Based on this, in 
socio-economic studies the economic behavior of a person, 
a public and a political unit is not considered a category that 
results from purely economic phenomena. The economic 
behavior of social units (which, no doubt, is conditioned by 
their psychological characteristics) is regarded in modern 
economic theories as a factor in the processes of developing 

economic relations and economic management. That is why 
economic psychology, which is currently developing rapidly, 
is of great practical importance in economic research. As an 
interdisciplinary science, economic psychology includes theo-
retical provisions, methodological principles and approaches 
of economics as well as psychology and the results of their ex-
perimental research [9, 12]. From the perspective of psychol-
ogy, running the economy is a social activity that arises from 
the individual needs of a person to achieve economic well-
being and is characterized by his goals, motives and actions.

The goal of economic activity of any person is to earn in-
come according to his inclinations and aspirations. In economic 
development and management issues, as a subject of research, 
economic psychology pays a special attention to those psycho-
logical characteristics that are conditioned by purposes, inter-
ests, conscious or unconscious motives of economic entities 
and can cause different manifestations of their behavior. Eco-
nomic psychology explores the impacts of those factors that 
influence the economic entities’ perception and assessment of 
social and economic phenomena, their motivation, behavior 
and work. The adaptation of every member and every class of 
society, the development of economy and the effective man-
agement of the economy are also conditioned by those factors.

The economic behavior of public entities may be condi-
tioned by cognitive, affective or conative motives. It can be 
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both manageable and unmanageable. The economic behav-
ior of the society, regardless of its conscious or subconscious 
manifestations, implies management, due to legal norms and 
their implementation. Reasonable management does not only 
promote the effective economic behavior of economic agents, 
but also the principles of establishing desirable cooperative 
economic relationships between different classes of society, 
trends and directions of economic development of the state. 
As a cooperation between subjects and objects, the manage-
ment of economy is effective only if the process of manage-
ment takes into account the possible psychological effects of 
management principles, approaches and styles on the behav-
ior of economic agents.

The behavior of the population of a state is the base of the 
transformation of the economic system, the social institutions 
and social relations of that state. The predictable economic 
behavior of the population is the guarantee of socio-political 
and economic stability in any country. Any change in the eco-
nomic system (for example, in post-soviet countries) requires 
a change of a previously formed system of social values, norms 
and stereotypes. No matter how much the changes have been 
dictated by the demands of new socio-economic relationships, 
they will be conditioned by the psychological characteristics 
of communities within the state. Consequently, both individu-
al and ethno-psychological characteristics of economic agents 
will have an impact on the state’s economic development and 
management processes.

Every ethnicity as a historically formed public unit con-
sists of people who have the same stereotypes of conscious-
ness and behavior. To solve the survival problems in various 
natural and social settings, each member of ethnicity hands 
down these stereotypes from generation to generation as an 
integral part of the ethnic traditions, culture, worldview, and 
global coexistence. In the same way, each nation is distin-
guished by its dominant characteristics, which are inexplicitly 
manifested in the economic thought and behavior of each of 
its representatives. Ignoring the ethno-psychological domi-
nant characteristics may lead to a decline in the capacity to 
engage people in economic activities in the society, which, in 
its turn, can hinder the development of the country’s economy 
and its effective management, especially in countries where 
market economic relations (for example, in the Republic of 
Armenia) have taken place recently.

In the interpretation of economic behavior the neo-clas-
sical economic theories are based on the “perfect efficiency” 
economic model of the “Homo Economicus”, according to 
which the behavior of economic agents is considered absolutely 
effective, as it is based on the theory of maximization (when the 
consumer tries to overestimate the importance of meeting his 
needs, and the manufacturer’s aspiration is to make a maximum 

profit) [1; 6; 7; 8]. Both try to choose effective means to achieve 
their goals. This process of choice, of course, is conditioned by 
the preferences of economic agents and the normative restric-
tions provided by the state. The preferences that are manifested 
in individual psychological features include not only objective 
but also subjective needs of economic agents. Normative re-
strictions determine the realistic opportunities of economic 
agents. Consequently, in case of limited means, the behavior of 
economic agents stems from their ability to look for effective-
ness, which is also limited. If we take into account the fact that, 
along with the development of society, people’s preferences 
are not stable, it turns out that rational behavior is impossible. 
That is the reason why the neo-institutional model of econom-
ic behavior is based on the principle of “limited effectiveness”  
[2; 3; 4], which also takes into account social norms, laws, hab-
its, stereotypes of thinking, as well as the fact that in case of lack 
of information, a person cannot make a rational choice. In fact, 
economic behavior here is considered a category based on sub-
jective psychological factors. A number of adherents of mod-
ern Russian School of Economic Psychology (O. S. Pasipanova, 
V. P. Poznyakov, V. V. Spasennikov, V. M. Sokolinskij and oth-
ers) also believe that even though the economic relationships 
of economic agents are considered an economic interaction 
of subjects involved in business relations, they are influenced 
by individual psychological characteristics of economic agents 
[12; 13; 16; 18].

Obviously, the effectiveness of economic cooperation 
within the society depends on the ethno-psychological ste-
reotypes (autostereotypes and heterostereotypes) of its social 
units. As social psychological concepts, autostereotypes and 
heterostereotypes are interrelated. They characterize a group’s 
consciousness and have a significant impact on each member 
of the group. Ethnic stereotypes cannot only be a factor in the 
manifestations of group economic behavior and intercommu-
nity economic relationships, but can also influence the eco-
nomic activity of the whole society. Thus, regarding people 
living in different regions of a certain country as economic 
agents, it is possible to examine their economic behavior 
based on their ethno-psychological characteristics in order 
to reveal the objective and subjective psychological factors 
that can have an impact on the economic development of the 
country and its effective management processes.

Man cannot be equally involved in all social relations. 
Based on their personal motives, everyone selectively enters 
into certain social relationships and appears in a social envi-
ronment, becoming a member of a society. The social environ-
ment as an integrated system of people’s material, economic, 
political, spiritual and cultural activities affects the processes 
of formation and development of each member of the society. 
In this process of socialization, every person, besides acquiring 
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personal experience and convictions, also gains public expe-
rience and obtains public convictions, either consciously or 
unconsciously. Consequently, the mechanisms of economic 
activity and economic behavior of each member of the soci-
ety are conditioned not only by their individual psychological 
characteristics but also by psychological characteristics of his 
community. That is, every member of a society as a member 
of any social group is a product of historical and current socio-
economic processes. The existing socio-economic relations, 
reflected in people’s consciousness, form a certain type of indi-
vidual economic consciousness and consequently, economic 
behavior. In the same way, every state, as a community of dif-
ferent social units, has its socio-economic and cultural char-
acteristics conditioned by ethno-psychological factors, as well 

as by its historical development. Therefore, the mechanisms 
of the economic activity and economic behavior of every 
economic agent are conditioned not only by their individual 
psychological characteristics, but also by ethno-psychological 
characteristics of the whole society.

In conclusion, the economic policy carried out in a coun-
try, where the economic benefit of an individual is at the 
center of its interests, should depend on historical, cultural, 
ethno-psychological characteristics of the communities that 
shape the society. In particular, the behavior of any economic 
agent, based on the social stereotypes and attitudes that are 
determined by psychological preconditions, can be aimed at 
the development of the state’s economy only if the psycho-
logical characteristics of all social units are taken into account.
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